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Chapter One – Introduction
It is rather rare for a second-generation Portuguese American such as myself,
born in the United States with grandparents originally from Portugal, to express such
profound admiration for Portuguese musical culture. Having been brought up in a
mixed household, speaking both Portuguese and English, I found both traditional and
popular Portuguese music to always be present at home. Whether my enthusiastic ears
were absorbing my father’s band rehearsals in the garage, or the blaring sounds of
Portuguese radio on weekends when all our windows were open for our “Saturday
Morning Housecleaning,” Portuguese Popular music (referred to from here on as
Música Popular) has been a staple presence for my family, as well as probably most
every other Portuguese family in America. Being introduced to these sounds at such a
young age made me discover a passion that has truly sparked a desire to maintain these
sounds and enhance them for a modern era.
Música Popular, for the purposes of this study then, is to be considered from
three interrelated perspectives: historical, personal, and conceptual.

The Historical Perspective – Genres and Artists
Música Popular has been an intrinsic part of Portuguese communities for
decades, with different generations expanding the genre and allowing for new musical
artists to enter and broadcast their own sound. I believe this unique style of music to be
rooted in three traditional sub-genres within Portugal: fado, marching band, and
folkloric music, along with an additional external influence of modern pop music.
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Chapter Two involves an in-depth look into the history of these three musical
styles, which on their own, are still widely admired, having stood the test of time. What
I am proposing here though, is that fado, marching band, and folkloric music, although
independent of each other, are the most important elements which, together, make what
we are accustomed to hearing in Música Popular today. For instance, fado contains
some of the same melismas that both old and new Música Popular artists continually
use. Likewise, the melodic style of Portuguese folkloric music is commonplace,
originating from a traditional instrumentation that includes the concertina, cavaquinho,
castanets, and acoustic guitars. These traditional sounds, along with the powerful horn
parts from marching band music, are taken from their roots and incorporated with
modern instrumentation and rhythmic patterns to form the Música Popular sound.
The essence of Música Popular is in the simplicity of its catchy melodies,
infectious dance rhythms, and lyrical storytelling. Compositions that have these
elements include some Música Popular standards like “A Portuguesa É A Mais Linda”
by Jorge Ferreira, and “Arrebenta A Festa” by Roberto Leal. In fado, there is “Estranha
Forma de Vida” by the Queen of fado herself, Amália Rodrigues, and “Belos Tempos”
by Fernando Farinha; and in folkloric music, I recommend one listens to a Vira (such as
the Vira de Santa Marta), and a Cana Verde (such as Cana Verde by Quim Barreiros).
Altogether, in analyzing these separate pieces in their original forms, along with the
characteristic influences of marching band music, the reader and listener will come to
better understand the different criteria that go into the Música Popular compositions of
today.
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Although not much has been written on the subject, let alone written analysis of
popular songs, still, there are historical discoveries that will give additional insight into
the evolution of Música Popular while debunking the notion of any connection to its
somewhat close counterpart, Música Pimba (which is often used as a blanket term
incorporating both Música Popular and Música Pimba). While they are quite similar in
their musical forms, there is a difference in lyricism, as Música Pimba is always written
with a double-entendre in mind.
Francisco Manuel Marques is one of the few authors to write about Música
Pimba, documenting the “father” of this style of music—Emanuel:
Until the 1980s, the word “pimba” was merely a common, non-offensive slang word,
generally used to express the accomplishment of an action or an unexpected event
(roughly equivalent to the English expression ‘wham!’)”. In 1993, pop rock band ExVotos released an album called Cantigas do Bloqueio, issuing the hit single, "Subtilezas
porno-populares" (a.k.a. "...E pimba"), a song about the sexual fantasies of a degenerate
man. It was so successful that popular singer Emanuel was quick to jump on the
bandwagon, creating a song with the same expression ("pimba") being repeatedly used
in the chorus. This song was "Nós Pimba", which translates as "We Pimba", meaning,
"we do it" [sexually]. 1

Informed then, by a wealth of recorded music, along with some of the artists that
have developed the genre, and interviews from noted industry leaders, Chapter Three
focuses on the main building blocks of Música Popular. With further analysis, it is
hoped that future generations may build from my research, establishing Música Popular
as a well-crafted mixture of fado, marching band, and folkloric music.

1Musica

Pimba,” World Library. accessed December 31, 2017.
http://www.worldlibrary.org/articles/pimba_music.
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The Personal Perspective – A Musical Autoethnography
Deborah Reed-Danahay states that
The term autoethnography is subject to different interpretations and some controversy.
It can refer to the ethnography of one’s own group but also to the use of personal
narrative in ethnographic writing. Sometimes these two meanings overlap, but they may
not. In both cases, however, autoethnography is a genre that places the self of the
researcher and/or narrator within a social context. It refers to works that provoke
questions about the nature of ethnographic knowledge by troubling the persistent
dichotomies of insider versus outsider, distance and familiarity, objective observer
versus participant, and individual versus culture. Moreover, it reflects a view of
ethnography as both a reflexive and a collaborative enterprise, in which the life
experiences of the anthropologist and our relationships with our interlocutors should be
interrogated and explored.2

In Chapter Four, I discuss my background as a Portuguese American musical
artist who composes, produces, and performs Música Popular for Portuguese audiences
worldwide, which has given me an inside look into Música Popular through different
lenses. Being an “insider” into the culture on both ends of the spectrum (musical artist
and avid listener), I have made connections throughout the Música Popular scene and
have had the opportunity to compose my own music in the genre. In this regard, such
self-study via the technical process of creating such renders this a “musical”
autoethnographic approach.
Further research includes discussions with industry legends such as Jorge
Ferreira—one of the most iconic Música Popular artists to levitate, expand, and
modernize the genre. While Ferreira has been a personal mentor and great influence on
my own work, there are numerous other artists and popular media individuals
interviewed here who, over the course of their illustrious careers, accumulated a vast
2

Deborah Reed-Danahay," Autoethnography as a research method: Advantages, limitations and
criticisms." Autoethnography - Anthropology - Oxford Bibliographies, February 26, 2017, accessed
December 31, 2017. http://www.oxfordbibliographies.com/view/document/obo9780199766567/obo-9780199766567-0162.xml.
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knowledge of the musical industry, leaving an indelible footprint on my own music
along the way: Ricardo Farias and Anabela Silva.
In my opinion, the two major artists in this genre are Jorge Ferreira and Roberto
Leal, considering the care they bestow on every aspect of their music. As a listener and
fan of these two artists, I have appreciated their care in their lyrical content—especially
Jorge Ferreira—as there is an intricate beauty and style to his lyrics that do not play
with dual-meanings (as with Música Pimba). Roberto Leal has, in my view, always
been an artist to preserve the traditional sounds in a modern context, while Jorge
Ferreira has always advanced and modernized these sounds. I strive to have these same
values in my own musical and lyrical content, finding a place somewhere in between
Ferreira and Leal’s styles. This chapter, therefore, reveals my mission to advance the
music for a modern era, while at the same time, incorporating and preserving the
traditional aspects of the music for generations to come.
The Conceptual Perspective – A Research Model
As both a member of the Portuguese American community, as well as a
composer/producer/performer of Música Popular, my own study of ethnomusicology
has led to the construction of a tripartite research model that outlines the developmental
process of this unique style of music.3 As mentioned earlier, Portuguese fado, marching
band, and folkloric music, are the three primary traditional sub-genres that, along with
other modern influences form the basis for Música Popular. In Chapter Five, a research

3

The construction of this model is inspired from Modir’s “Research Models In Ethnomusicology
Applied to the Radif Phenomenon In Iranian Classical Music," and Rice’s “Modeling
Ethnomusicology.”
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model is generated from these building blocks, which may, in fact, also be applied
towards other popular musical styles.
In general, popular musical culture is generated from two fundamental parts: 1)
folkloric practices, giving rise to 2) refined vocal practices. Folkloric practices include
traditional dances, music, and/or anything else that distinguishes a particular culture.
For example, within Portuguese culture, there are traditional outfits worn while
performing traditional dances, in all, accompanied by traditional musical styles and
instruments (see Chapter Two). Refined vocal practices (sometimes later categorized as
“classical”) then develop from such folkloric sources, which include myths and legends
as well as poetry and lyrical songs. As such, folkloric and refined vocal practices are
fundamental to many cultural traditions around the world, the description of one
applying to others in general cross-cultural terms. Then, the third part of this model
represents the effects of modernization on folkloric and refined vocal practices: with
urbanization, technological advancement effects recording and broadcasting processes,
emerging with electrified instruments and dance rhythms to produce a “Pop Music”
sound with great commercial potential.
Overall, with this thesis, future generations of Portuguese American musicians
and/or teachers may hopefully be fortified to maintain, and in some cases revive, their
ancestral traditions and music. With roots planted in Portugal having now spread across
the four corners of the world, younger generations must learn to grow as much as
possible from the music, language, and culture of Portugal.
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Chapter Two – A Brief History of Música Popular
As the world’s leading maritime empire during the Age of Discovery, Portugal
continues to be a major melting pot.4 After Portugal’s re-conquest from the Moors,
many different trade routes were established, allowing for trade with other countries and
continents such as India, Africa, South and North America.5 Portuguese culture is rich
and steeped in music, and many cultural instruments were taken along during voyages.
An example of this is with the ukulele of Hawaii, which developed from an instrument
called the cavaquinho6 (Figure 1). This small stringed guitar was adopted by the
Hawaiians and named ukulele7 (Figure 2), which has two translations: 1) “jumping
fleas”, as the Portuguese would play the cavaquinho in a fast motion resembling such to
the native Hawaiians, and 2) “Uku”, meaning “gift” and “Lele” meaning “given,” which
represents the Portuguese bestowing a gift to the Hawaiians.

8

The cavaquinho is an

essential instrument that can be found in most (if not all) folkloric music in Portugal,
playing a vital role in songs found in Música Popular that are derived from the folkloric
forms that will be mentioned later in this chapter.

4 Tim Labmert, “A Short History of Portugal,” accessed September 29, 2016.
http://www.localhistories.org/portugal.html
5 “Portugal and Portuguese Language History,” accessed September 30.
2016https://www.alsintl.com/resources/languages/portuguese/.
6 “Folk Reps,” accessed May 12, 2017.
http://www2.folkreps.com/media/catalog/product/cache/1/image/9df78eab33525d08d6e5fb8d
27136e95/2/2/223-509.jpg.
7 “Ukes,” accessed May 12, 2017.
https://www.ukes.com/media/catalog/product/cache/1/image/73cb0cb846b1a62f4eb6d1a6b7a
5d453/d/s/dsc_0001.jpg.
8 “The Ukulele & You,” accessed September 29, 2016.
https://www.museumofmakingmusic.org/ukulele-history.
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Fado
Fado is said to have influences from many different cultures of the world,
including the Moors, which some Portuguese scholars theorize was indeed influenced
by the Arabs who ruled the Iberian Peninsula from 711-1492:9 “One of the ancient
popular explanations advocates that fado has emerged amongst the Muslims, in the
Mouraria neighbourhood [sic] after the Christian re-conquest, for its sorrowful and
melancholic chants, also common to fado, and for its similar way of vocalizing.”10 A
common theory regarding some of the Muslim influence is that the oud and the guitarra
portuguesa (the main instrument for fado) are parallel in shape, having a double string
pair, a short neck, and a teardrop body (Figures 3-4).11 The corresponding similarities
can very well be simple coincidence, but since the Moors were so involved in
Portugal’s early history, it seems plausible that the oud was adapted to the Portuguese
style of fado.
With fado, the core instrumentation grasps listener’s attention. The main
instrument, besides the vocals of the fadista, is the guitarra portuguesa (Figure 5),
accompanied by either one classical guitar, or a classical guitar and an acoustic bass.
These two – three instruments set the mood, tone, and ambience, for what is to come.
When attending a fado performance, one will notice that the guitarra portuguesa has two
varients: the Lisbon and Coimbra styles. The two guitars are similar with the main
difference being in the head (or the voluta) and the tuning. In the Lisbon design, the
9

"Religions - Islam: Muslim Spain (711-1492)," BBC. September 04, 2009, accessed April 01, 2018.
http://www.bbc.co.uk/religion/religions/islam/history/spain_1.shtml.
10
Samuel Lopes, Fado Portugal: 200 Anos De Fado = 200 Years of Fado, Lisbon: Seven Muses, 2011,
16.
11

Ibid.
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voluta has a rather intricate, curved, design and is a little shorter than the Coimbra style
guitar (Figure 3). The Lisbon variant is tuned as follows (starting from the first string):
B, A, E, B, A, D. When traveling north in Portugal, one will be able to find the second
variant on the guitarra portuguesa in the city of Coimbra. The voluta closely resembles
the teardrop body (Figure 3) and is tuned one full step lower (with the exception of the
last string): A, G, D, A, G, D.12
The older fado style of Lisbon is said to have sprouted during the early 19th
century due to the return of the Portuguese government from the Napoleonic wars.13
The Lisbon style of singing is mournful, leading the fadista to sing passionately about
heartache and longing (or saudade).
The Coimbra style of fado is thought to have been developed between the 1870s
and 1890s, at the University of Coimbra.14

Contrasting with the Lisbon form, it

“appealed to working-class audiences, and included many female performers, the
Coimbra style (also called canção de Coimbra, ‘songs of Coimbra’) was generally a
product and a pastime of the privileged classes, and typically performed by men.”15 An
interesting difference to note between the two different forms is that Lisbon suggests
surrender to the everyday hardships of life whereas the Coimbra style instills hope.16

“Coimbra Guitarra Portuguesa,” accessed February 7, 2018. http://sevenmuses.pt/guitarraportuguesa-de-coimbra-terra-madre-tm-gpc/guitarra-portuguesa-coimbra-terra-madre-tmgpc_10/
13 Virginia Gorlinski, “Fado Portuguese Music,” accessed February 7, 2018.
https://www.britannica.com/art/fado
14 Ibid.
15 Ibid.
16 Ibid.
12
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Fado is a staple in Portuguese musical culture but is not the national music of
Portugal as its styles can change dramatically from region to region as with other vocal
practices such as Spanish flamenco or the American blues.17 Although there have been
no influences confirmed between the American blues and Portuguese fado, many
similarities in both lyrical content and vocal riffs suggest the rise of fado being a type of
“Portuguese blues.”
Fado has always been an “inferior” type of music. Actually, there are probably not
more than a dozen “root” fados: all the rest is left to improvisation and to the
interaction of the singer and the guitarists, and, very importantly, the response of the
audience. Its composers and singers originated from the lower social classes, the
ones excluded from the bourgeoisie, living on the fringes of society, such as thieves
and prostitutes. Actually, nothing could be less respectable than being a fado singer.
Severa, the most famous "fadista" (fado singer) of her time (late seventeenth
Century) was a prostitute. All this would change with the advent of the Amália
Rodrigues phenomenon.18

Overall, fado has unique qualities that are not commonly found in any other style of
Portuguese music, for while being confined to a meter, the vocalist can breakdown
those barriers and allow for free vocal runs that do not fall into any but the fadistas own
internal meter. This is a common practice when expressing saudade, or the longing that
the fadista is conveying through his or her lyrics.

17

José Luis Pinto, “Amália Rodrigues,” accessed September 25, 2016.
http://www.furious.com/perfect/amaliarodrigues.html.
18
Ibid.
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Folkloric Traditions
Folkloric traditions are derived from ancient customs and popular festivities.
Among those living in and out of Portugal, some Portuguese folkloric traditions remain
popular to this day in the form of Folklore Groups, or Grupos Folclóricos (Figure 6).
Every folkloric group represents a specific area in Portugal where each village has their
own detailed attire, dance, and music that characterizes their village. In these areas, one
will find many musicians who play such instruments such as the concertina (diatonic
accordion in Figure 7), castanholas (castanets), bombo (bass drum), guitars, and many
other percussive instruments (such as the triangle) that are considered part of the
folkloric musical tradition of Portugal.
The oldest reference made of a Grupo Folcórico in Portugal was published in a
newspaper on September 4, 1892, called “The Sorvete,” by Sebastião de Sousa.
Therein, a trip to the city of Porto is described with “Grupo de Lavradeiras de Ponte de
Lima.” Ponte de Lima, unless proven otherwise, is cited as the first city appearing with
a folkloric group properly dressed and organized.19 The oldest existing grupo in
Portugal today is Rancho Regional das Lavradeiras de Carreço (pictured in Figure 8
from May 29th, 1937) which was founded in 1923.20

Each outfit in the grupo has a

specific meaning: for the women, there is Traje de Lavradeira (housewife costume)21
(Figure 9), Lavradeira de Dó (coucher costume), Traje de Ceifeira (reaper costume),
Traje de Tradição (traditional costume), Traje de Feirar (fair or market costume), Traje
19 “Viana do Castelo: Rancho Regional das Lavradeiras de Carreço É o Mais Antigo de Portugal,”
accessed May 12, 2017. http://bloguedominho.blogs.sapo.pt/viana-do-castelo-rancho-regionaldas-4338714.
20 Ibid.
21 “Traje Lavradeira,” accessed October 27, 2017. https://www.lojadofolclore.pt/produto/trajelavradeira-simples-laranja/.
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de Trabalho (work costume), Traje de Mordoma (something like an administrator
costume), and Traje de Noiva (bride costume).22 For the men, there is Fato de Domingo
or Dias de Festa (Sunday suit or festival suit), Traje de Mordomo (masculine version of
Traje de Mordoma), Traje de Lavrador (farmer’s costume), and Traje de Trabalho
(work costume).23
Portuguese folkloric dancing is usually accompanied by musicians dressed in
customary attire, playing selected songs from the tradition. Two of the main musical
styles of folkloric music in Portugal are Cana Verde, and the Vira. The Cana Verde is a
song style in a 4/4, or 2/4 pulse pattern, usually with a virtuosic melodic line being
played by the concertina (without the voice), along with the accompanying
instrumentation: concertina, guitar, bass drum, triangles, castanets, and cavaquinhos.
Inspired by the ever-present ocean, Portugal has a unique instrument that can also be
found in some folkloric groups: seashells.
The bass drum, depending on the song, will play from one of the following
patterns in a constant loop:

1.

22 “Viana do Castelo: Rancho Regional das Lavradeiras de Carreço É o Mais Antigo de Portugal,”
accessed May 12, 2017. http://bloguedominho.blogs.sapo.pt/viana-do-castelo-rancho-regionaldas-4338714
23 Ibid
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2.
The Vira is a song that is found in a 3/4 time signature (see below) that is rather
fast or a 6/8 time signature that is accompanied by energetic dancing.
“Chama-se Vira porque há uma viragem de corpos que lhe é característica,
fazendo com que a saia da mulher que a dança comece a formar uma espécie de
sino distorcido – “ó rosa arredonda a saia”, como se costuma cantar. É de
assinalar, a esse propósito, repetição da palavra virou em determinadas partes
das músicas que servem a coreografia, marcando determinada passagem
melódica ou de passo.”24
“It is called Vira because there is a characteristic of turning bodies, making the
woman's skirt, when the dance begins, to form a kind of distorted bell. "Oh
Rosa round out the skirt", as they are accustomed to singing. It should be noted
in this regard that repetition of the word “turned” in certain parts of the songs
that serve the choreography, marking a certain melodic passage or step.”25

There are many different variants of the Vira found all over Portugal – and
Portuguese communities in the diaspora – that lead to a wide variety of interpretations.
Some variants include vocals and concertina, while others include only a concertina
without vocals. Although both vocals and concertina have the same melodic lines (in
songs that feature vocals), the concertina is the center of attention.

24 "Vira." Portugal Num Mapa. October 17, 2016, accessed April 09, 2018.
http://www.portugalnummapa.com/vira/.
25
"Vira." Portugal Num Mapa, trans. Joseph Medeiros, October 17, 2016, accessed April 09, 2018.
http://www.portugalnummapa.com/vira/.
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Variantes, há às mil. Cada canto português conta com a sua pequena versão do
Vira, arranjando outros nomes para ele, ou simplesmente acrescentando o sítio
de onde provém. De resto, e permitindo-se uma generalização, baila-se em
parelhas que se dispõem em roda ou em fila, e com recorrente troca de par à
medida que a canção vai seguindo. Os corpos seguem a norma de quase todas as
danças europeias: pose púdica no que respeita ao toque no companheiro, postura
hirta e de alguma compostura, como se vê nos braços que se levantam acima dos
ombros.26
Variants, there are thousands. Each Portuguese song counts on its small version
of Vira, arranging other names for it, or simply adding the place from which the
Vira comes. Moreover, and allowing for a generalization, dance in pairs that are
arranged in a circle or row, and with a recurring exchange of pairs as the song
goes on. The bodies follow the norm of almost all the European dances: pose in
the touch of the companion, posture and some composure, as seen in the arms
that rise above the shoulders.27

Other than these two styles, many artists within Música Popular incorporate Desgarrada
(which is a song accompanied by a vocalist or vocalists), as well as a Bailinho (with
vocals and harmonies). In Música Popular, all of these musical styles are played with
modern instruments such as a drum set, electric bass, along with traditional instruments
such as the cavaquinho, acoustic guitars, and the castanets.
One instrument that is not from the mainland of Portugal can be found in the
Azores Islands: the Viola da Terra (see Figure 11). Hélio Beirão is an extremely
important folkloric musician from the Azores (now living in California) whose insight
into the background of the Viola da Terra is worth noting:
The Researchers and Folklorists (Francisco Jose Dias, Ernesto Veiga de Oliveira
and others) have concluded the following: The first inhabitants of Terceira had
come from the Continent from a region called BRAGA. They brought with them a
10 string-guitar which they called the–viola Braguesa still in existence to this day.
Around 1580, Spain occupied Portugal for 60 years. The Spanish brought with them
Ibid.
"Vira." Portugal Num Mapa, trans. Joseph Medeiros, October 17, 2016, accessed April 09, 2018.
http://www.portugalnummapa.com/vira/.
26
27
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the Violão Fances, known today as the Classical Guitar. The natives and the Spanish
had the idea of constructing an instrument, which resulted in the 15 String- guitar
that I play today. As afore mentioned, the sound hole is circular and it tunes like a
classical guitar. This instrument plays a vital role in the Terceirense folklore. And,
many of the folkloric songs of the Island are played in minor keys, thus sustaining
melodic lines that can easily be detected as Spanish melodies. This instrument has
been introduced to the Portuguese diaspora in the USA, Canada, etc. As per
Francisco Jose Dias, many of the Azorean folkloric songs were brought to the
Azores by the first inhabitants of the archipelago. And those inhabitants came from
several regions of the Portuguese Continent. For example: Terceira Island has the
only 15-string guitar in all the Azores. Spanish influence and the remaining islands
have a 12-string- guitar, which also derives from a region in Portugal called
Amarante. Thus the name of that guitar is Amarantina. (Braguesa from Braga and
Amarantina from Amarante). This guitar, Viola da terra, has very unique fixtures:
12 strings in five orders and the sound hole is generally in the form of two hearts. I
don’t know its tuning but I know it does not tune as a classical guitar. Many of the
folk songs in the Islands have their origin in the Continent. Needless to say that
throughout the centuries, the people have altered certain basic aspects in order to
suit their islander way of life. As to Madeira Folklore my knowledge is limited.28
The Viola da Terra is also called the Viola de Dois Corações, or “Guitar of Two
Hearts,” symbolizing two hearts: one of the person who stays on the island, while the
other must leave due to immigration.29 Uniting the two hearts on the guitar’s artwork is
the lagrima de saudade, or “the tear of longing,” shaped as a diamond to symbolize
fortune or success in other lands.30 An interesting note about the Viola da Terra is that
if this guitar is held upside down, the two hearts, along with the tear of longing and the
diamond, forms the “Crown of the Holy Spirit.”31

28

Hélio Beirão (musician), in discussion with Joseph Medeiros, November 5, 2016.

29 “Histórias de Um Lugar Com Alma Luminosa e Profunda,” accessed November 6, 2016
https://www.facebook.com/Paula.Oliveira.Jazz/videos/10213818172353859/.
30 Ibid.
31 Ibid.
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The meaning of the “Crown of the Holy Spirit” is very symbolic for the Azorean
people, especially due to the historical significance within the islands.

Briefly,

“According to Joachim, based upon his reading of Revelations and the Book of St.
John, the Era of the Holy Spirit would bring peace, justice, equality, tolerance and
brotherly love. People would lead lives of simplicity, innocence, happiness and
freedom from sin. It would be the Empire of the Holy Spirit.”32 Later, we come see
that,
The Azores were discovered by Portuguese ship navigators spotting in the
distance hawks soaring over the Islands. The name Azores means goshawk in
Portuguese. The Azores consist of nine major islands in three groups. Officially,
they were discovered in 1427, but they apparently were spotted by passing ships
before that because they appear on some maps created before 1427. First, sheep
were brought to some of the islands and freed in hopes that they would multiply
and provide food for passing ships and later for settlers. In the 1430's there were
settlements made on two of the islands. However, settlement of some of the
islands did not begin until two decades later, in 1439. The settlement of the
islands was under the administration of the Knights of the Order of Christ, the
organization that was the successor to the Knights Templar. Prince Henry of
Portugal was the Grand Master of the Order of Christ. Franciscan friars were
involved in the early settlements. Those friars promoted the creation of
brotherhoods to organize the Festivals of the Holy Spirit. The brotherhoods were
also devoted to the building of hospitals.33

The historical significance of the Holy Ghost in the Azores has led to years of
tradition-building, especially in the Azorean dense communities around the world
(including California) with the Feast of the Holy Ghost or, Festas do Espírito Santo.
Azorean music is rather unique due to its geographical location in the Atlantic
Ocean, with influences coming from Continental Portugal, Madeira, Cabo Verde, Spain,

32 "The Festival of the Holy Spirit in Azorean Portuguese Communities,” accessed April 09, 2018.
http://www.sjsu.edu/faculty/watkins/holyspirit.htm.
33 Ibid.
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Brazil, among other countries from around the world.34 As Rafael Carvalho expresses,
“each island has its unique music, and that is a very rich part of being Azorean and
living or visiting the Azores – there’s always something different that you can find from
one place to the other.”35 It is also important to note that traditions began to fade as
folkloric gatherings were discouraged during the years 1932 to 1974, due to the
Portuguese government being under fascist control. Many thousands of people
emigrated, and among these emigrants were musicians and instrument builders.36
While influences were coming from continental Portugal, some of the staple
musical instruments used in that folklore were not adopted by the Azoreans, whose own
instruments are primarily stringed.

In addition, as Beirão mentions, many of the

Azorean folkloric melodies are in a minor key, whereas melodies found in continental
Portugal are mainly in major and “up-beat” keys. One example of this is a very old
melody, A Minha Mãe É Pobrezinha (My Mother is Poor), with an Azorean version in a
minor key and a Continental Portuguese version is in a major key.37
Marching Band Music:
As many may know, American composer John Phillip Sousa composed some of
the finest marching music.

One thing less familiar is that Sousa was in fact of

Portuguese ancestry on his father’s side.38 With a rich history, marching bands have

34 “Rafael Carvalho on the Viola da Terra & Traditional Music of Azores,” accessed October 18, 2017.
https://bestculturaldestinations.com/music1/rafael-carvalho-viola-da-terra-folk-music-azores.
35 Ibid.
36 Ibid.
37 “Minha Mãe É Pobrezinha,” accessed October 4, 2016).
https://www.loc.gov/item/ihas.200197469/.

“John Philip Sousa,” accessed November 23, 2016).
https://www.loc.gov/rr/hispanic/portam/sousa.html.
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originally contributed to the sound of Portugal, consequently adopted to further shape
Música Popular.
A Banda Filarmónica, também conhecida por Banda Civil ou Música, traduz-se
num ‘conjunto de instrumentistas de sopro e percussão, amadores, associados em
colectividades a partir de meados do século passado no nosso país, que actuam com
fardas mais ou menos próximas das militares, numa grande diversidade de
acontecimentos públicos, profanos ou religiosos’ (Lameiro, 1997:2). Tal como
vemos através desta designação, as bandas podem tornar-se objectos de estudo de
grande riqueza, na medida em que envolvem vários aspectos e múltiplos campos de
abordagem e transportam consigo um conjunto de características que são
reveladoras de um determinado contexto, ou seja, que adquirem, assumem e
transmitem um determinado património sócio-cultural.39
The Philharmonic Band, also known as Civil Band or Music, translates into a set of
blowing and percussion players, amateurs, associates in communities from the
middle of the last century in our country, who work in uniforms more or less close
to the military, in a great diversity of public, profane or religious events. (Lameiro,
1997: 2). As we see by this designation, bands can become objects of study of great
wealth, in that they involve several aspects and multiple fields of approach and carry
with them a set of characteristics that are revealing of a certain context, that is,
which acquire, assume and transmit a certain socio-cultural heritage.40

It should be noted that the origin of the word “filarmónica”41 (or in english,
“philharmonic”) appears to come from the French - indeed, the Portuguese have
borrowed terms and grammar from the French, including the “ç” accent, which is only
used in these two countries.

According to José Pedro Machado, the root word

39 Susana Russo. “As Bandas Filarmónicas Enquanto Património: Um Estudo de Caso No Concelho
de Évora,” accessed April 9, 2018. https://repositorio.iscteiul.pt/bitstream/10071/1155/1/BANDAS FILARMÓNICAS ENQUANTO PATRIMÓNIO.pdf.
40
Susana Russo. “As Bandas Filarmónicas Enquanto Património: Um Estudo de Caso No Concelho
de Évora,” trans. Joseph Medeiros, October 17, 2016, accessed April 09, 2018.
http://www.portugalnummapa.com/vira/.
41 Filarmónica, or Banda Filarmónica, is the direct translation for Philharmonic Band; the marching
bands of Portugal
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filarmonia comes from the French “philharmonie.”42 Upon further analysis, it appears
that the first half of the word, “fil,” or “phil” is derived from the Greek word “philos,”
meaning friend.43 The latter part of the word, “armónica,” or “harmonic” is derived
from the word, “harmony” which breaks down the word philharmonic to mean, “friends
in harmony” or, “harmonic friends.”44
To better understand the influences marching band music has in Música
Popular, one must understand its importance and history in Portugal.

Delmar

Domingos de Carvalho wrote, in his essay about the history of the philharmonic bands,
that such bands were made out of the liberal and fraternal ideals to democratize
instruction and elevate the cultural level of the people, thus contributing to the
realization of some of the conceptions of João Amos Coménio.45 While these marching
band origins are seen to have emerged after the French Revolution, one can trace these
origins much deeper in human history.
Translated from de Carvalho’s original text in Portuguese, “Since human beings
began the fratricidal struggles, with the use of warlike means, music was allied as a
means for encouragement and strength, and was used in times of leisure, playful,
between battles and war. In this context, and later, fanfares appear made up of ‘mouth
instruments’ and percussion used by the military. Also, here, arises the necessity to
evolve and create military bands that, in part, ended up being the source of recruitment

42 Delmar Domingos de Carvalho, “Ensaio Sobre a História das Bandas Filarmónicas,” accessed May
12, 2017. http://www.meloteca.com/pdfartigos/delmar-domingos-de-carvalho-a-historia-dasbandas.pdf.
43 Ibid.
44 Ibid.
45 Ibid.
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and the inspiration of the philharmonic bands…”46 While the marching bands were not
generalized until the nineteenth century, De Carvalho continues by saying that military
bands can be found as far back as the eighteenth century, with fanfares written even
before then.47 One of the oldest marching bands in Portugal, in the Leiria district, was
founded in 1872 (the oldest recorded date going back to 1825).48
Overall, the sound of marching bands can be heard at Portuguese festivals, with
upbeat marching songs that are customary during parades and processions. Another
kind of marching band music is a song style called Marcha Grave, or “serious march,”
which is a very slow song played to a march during more serious processions. In
Música Popular, though, one only hears the traditional marching band style that is
energetic and upbeat.

Ibid.
Ibid.
48 Ibid.
46
47
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Chapter Three – Artistic Development
There are many different artists that I have grown up listening to, but three of
them stand out, and rightfully so, due to their contributions to Portuguese music as a
whole: Amália Rodrigues, Roberto Leal, and Jorge Ferreira. In this section, I will be
discussing these artists with the analysis of a common piece between them: Tiro-Liro.
Amália Rodrigues
When asked who the most influential Portuguese musical artist of all time has
been, one name comes to mind: Amália Rodrigues (1920-1999). Born in Lisbon,
Rodrigues went to work at a very young age, trying to provide more income for her
family by selling fruit at the docks. José Luis Pinto states, “She liked to sing in her stall
and was quickly noticed by the other vendors who started asking her to sing this or that
popular song. With a good musical ear, she added to her ‘repertoire’ some Carlos
Gardel tangos that she had learned from the radio.”49 Through word-of-mouth and a
series of original hit songs, she quickly gained widespread popularity. During her
younger years, Rodrigues’ manager prevented her from recording any albums, as there
was a fear that her live shows would not be well-attended due to the possibility of fans
buying her recorded material instead. It was not until 1945 did Rodrigues first recorded
in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil.
It has been claimed that Rodrigues developed the vocal runs, ornamentations,
and stylings that are widely used in fado today. Modern heir to the fado crown, Mariza,
has backed this claim exclaiming that, “…when she [Rodrigues] starts singing, she is
49 José Luis Pinto, “Amália Rodrigues,” accessed September 25, 2016.
http://www.furious.com/perfect/amaliarodrigues.html.
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singing in a different way. She’s doing what we call ‘melismas’ – you know? …like
this and not only the fado singers they didn’t used to do this type of things with the
voice…”50

Melismas are vocal runs that ornament the melodic passage, creating

movement in areas of prolonged pitches. These vocal inflections are to enhance the
feeling of longing – or saudade – in most fado songs, and are written with that ideal in
mind. This vocal style is still in use today by many fadistas including Mariza.
Here is a short passage of a vocal score performed by Amália Rodrigues: Lisboa
Antiga, or “Old Lisbon.” This song score does not include any melismas as these are
left solely to the vocalist’s, or fadista’s discretion.

“Mariza and The Story Of Fado – Amália Rodrigues,” accessed November 28, 2016.
https://youtu.be/hqfmSfsJWFU.
50
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51 “Music of Nothing – Hybridization,” accessed April 10, 2018.
http://www.frw.rug.nl/persons/groote/cursus/global
village/websites/0708/music/hybridization.html.
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Below is what a melisma would look like if it were to be written out. Such
transcription is usually discouraged, as melismas can take different shapes and be
performed at different areas within the melody, as the fadista will always change how
he or she interprets the piece.

Amália Rodrigues remains at the forefront of the fado tradition due to her
impeccable vocal abilities, popular songs, and legendary spirit imprinted on every note
sung.
Roberto Leal
Leal was born in Portugal in 1951, at Trás os Montes, in the village of Vale da
Porca, under the name of António Joaquim Fernandes. He immigrated to Brazil in 1962
with his parents and 10 siblings. In São Paulo, after working as a cobbler, candy seller,
and marketer, he had his first big musical opportunity in 1970 to record with
Recordadora R.G.E.
In 1971 he began his career with the song Arrebita, and in that same year, he
made his first television appearance on the Chacrinha Program. In 1972, Leal won the
Brazilian Youth King Award, the Old Warrior Award, and the prestigious Golden
Globe Trophy from TV Globo. Since then, he has received thirty Gold Records and
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five Platinum Records, and among them, more than 500 awards that make up his trophy
collection.
Roberto Leal’s talents have since gone beyond music.

In 1979, under the

direction of Hercules Breseghelo, he stared in the film "The Miracle - the Power of the
Faith", which was a box-office success involving an autobiographical history promoting
values such as selfless work, sacrifice for the family, and redemption by faith.
Then, in 2011, he published his autobiography in Portugal and in Brazil, called
My Mountains (Minhas Montanhas). The book recounts his life-journey and its
difficulties, along with his own inner growth and spirituality. Currently, Roberto Leal
lives between Brazil and Portugal, taking his show to all the Portuguese communities
around the world.52
Roberto Leal is a Música Popular pioneer, as he is one of the very first to
modernize traditional songs with contemporary arrangements and instruments including
the drum set, electric guitar, and electric bass. This, in part, has to do with Leal being a
guitarist himself and being exposed to Brazilian musical culture at a young age. When
listening to Leal speak and sing, one can hear his remarkable vocal style; with an
adopted Brazilian accent, Leal’s unique voice is very suave, allowing him not to force
the melody, but rather, singing as though he were speaking. It may be, however, that
due to the power of his voice, Roberto Leal’s restricted range keeps a great deal of his
songs close to or in the same key.

52

“Roberto Leal Biography,” trans. Joseph Medeiros, accessed June 16, 2017. www.robertoleal.com.
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Leal’s fame is backed by years of keeping Portuguese musical tradition alive in
a modernized, or commercial context, and recording songs that his audience recognizes
are from a folkloric background. Some of these notable songs include “Dá Cá Um
Beijo,” “Tiro Liro,” and “Arrebita.” He has even taken famous Brazilian songs and
introduced them to the Portuguese public – such as “Moreninha Linda.”
Jorge Ferreira
Jorge Ferreira is known throughout the world as the Ambassador of Portuguese
Music.53 Born in 1955, in Bretanha, Ponta Delgada, on the Azorean island of São
Miguel, he is the youngest of six children.54 At a young age, Ferreira enrolled in the
local marching band where he mastered both the trumpet and the harmonica. Soon
thereafter, Ferreira’s parents informed him that they would be emigrating to the United
States. There, life would at first be difficult, as Ferreira went to work to help his parents
financially. Although there were struggles, the move to the United States proved to be
worthwhile as Ferreira was able to foster his true passion: music.
Again, he joined a local marching band playing trumpet, as well a Portuguese
band. In a short time, the name “Jorge Ferreira” would be forever engraved in the
hearts of the Portuguese community in New England. Not anticipating fulltime fame,
Ferreira would perform for dances and festivals (festas) at Portuguese and church halls.
Due to his increasing popularity, the first Portuguese record label in North America,
Henda Records, approached him to sign a three-year contract, opened new doors, and
skyrocketing Ferreira globally. Today, the name Jorge Ferreira is known throughout the
“Portuguese Feast,” accessed June 16, 2017. http://portuguesefeast.com/page/jorge-ferreira.
“Jorge Ferreira Biography,” accessed June 16, 2017.
http://www.jorgeferreira.com/about/testimonials/.
53
54
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Portuguese world where he commands the largest audiences, and is recognized as one
of the world’s most beloved Portuguese artists wherever he performs.
The stage is not Jorge Ferreira’s only home. He can often be found in his
recording studio, where he produces his own recordings, as well for other artists both
local and abroad. His brilliant repertoire contains over forty recorded albums,
highlighting thirty gold and fourteen platinum records. Ferreira has well over 600 songs
to his name (most of which he recorded himself), as well as dozens of others written for
other artists, including Jose Ribeiro, Luis Manuel, Luis Filipe Reis, Tony Carreira, as
well as myself.
A captivating aspect of Ferreira’s music is his incorporation of modern sounds,
such as electric guitar, brass section, and synthesizer, with some traditional elements,
along with beautiful lyricism. His lyrics speak to the Portuguese public with cultural
meanings and stories. For example, a breakthrough song for Ferreira was “Viva Fall
River” (“Long Live Fall River”); this song, through its heavy country music inspiration,
spoke to the flourishing Portuguese community of Fall River, Massachusetts. Below
are the original lyrics followed by a translated version:
Verso 1
Cidade como esta, não há com certeza
Com dias de festa, tão à portuguesa
Na rua as vizinhas de lenço e avental
Vão tão vestidinhas, como em Portugal
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Refrão
Viva Fall River, Viva Fall River
És a mãe dos filhos das terras distantes
Viva Fall River, Viva Fall River
És acolhedora de nós emigrantes
Verso 2
Mayor Colton Viveiros é bem português
Foi um dos primeiros que à cidade fez
Crescer em progresso, homem de valor
E o povo reconhece que é trabalhador

Verse 1:
A city like this, there certainly is not
With days of feasts, so like the Portuguese way
In the streets, the neighbors with scarf and apron
Go as dressy as in Portugal

Chorus:
Long Live Fall River (x2)
You're the mom of children of distant lands
Long Live Fall River (x2)
You are welcoming to us emigrants

Verse 2:
Mayor Colton Viveiros, is very Portuguese
He was one of the first that the city made
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Growing in progress, a man with valor
And the people recognize that he is a hard worker55

This song, among many others during the infancy of Ferreira’s career, began to
bring him fame due to the amount of emigrants, at the time, coming to the United States
and Canada, as well as other places in the world, including France, Switzerland, and
South Africa. Some of his music speaks to the troubles of emigrating, and some of
happiness, while always giving the general public what they want to hear.
Tiro Liro - Comparison of Artists’ renditions:
Within Portuguese communities, there are a few songs which can be considered
“standards” that everyone knows. One of these songs is “Tiro Liro,” of which three
versions will here be discussed, comparing excerpts by Amália Rodrigues, Roberto
Leal, and Jorge Ferreira. Amália, while being the queen of fado, introduces a different
element in her version with the incorporation of marching band instruments, including
horns and clarinets. Even with this influence, though, her vocal technique within fado
is still dominant and abundant. Roberto Leal, known for keeping folkloric customs
alive within a modern context, utilizes all of the traditional instruments in his version.
On the other hand, Jorge Ferreira’s version is very modern, with the original lyric being
present momentarily before the addition of new lyrics are offered, in addition to an
original chorus. For the purpose of comparing these excerpts, the same two verses are
utilized with the following lyrics, with the exception of Jorge Ferreira, who has one of
the two verses and his chorus.
55

Viva Fall River,” trans. Joseph Medeiros.
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The lyrics in each excerpt are as follows:
Lá em cima está o tiro-liro-liro
Cá em baixo está o tiro-liro-ló!
Juntaram-se os dois à esquina
A tocar a concertina, a dançar o sol e dó!
Comadre, ai minha comadre
Ai, eu gosto da tua pequena
É bonita, apresenta-se bem
E parece que tem uma face morena

Translation:
Up there is the tiro-liro-liro
Down there is the tiro-liro-ló!
They came together at the street corner
Playing the concertina dancing the sol e dó

Below is the melody for the song by each artist with their respective
ornamentations. Clearly, Roberto Leal has the least amount of ornamentation, which, in
my opinion, is because folkloric music does not incorporate as many of the “running”
melisma as can be found in fado.

Ferreira, on-the-other-hand, has such running

melisma, further suggesting that fado is indeed part of Música Popular. Note the
melisma present in measures 17 and 18 of Amália’s version as well.
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Leal’s melisma can be heard in measure 21 whereas Ferreira’s are heard in
measures 4 and 21. The melisma neighbors the main melodic note instead of holding
the same melodic note for an extended period of time.
Ferreira’s deviation from the original melody and lyric starts at measure 17 with
the following lyric:
Gosto muito deste nosso Tiro Liro
Gosto muito desta nossa brincadeira
Tiro Liro gosto dele bem velhaco
E quem der aqui cavaco
Fique lá com a Madeira
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I really like our Tiro Liro
I really like our fun
I like the rogue Tiro Liro
And whoever here gets a splinter
Stays with the wood

The beautiful thing about the expression behind such melisma is that it can be
done at any point and at the discretion of the artist. For example, Amália’s version
starts at measure 17 with a delayed melisma on the word comadre, connected to the
faster triplet ornamental run in measure 18, when comadre is sung again. This second
kind of melisma – the triplet run – is found most frequently in Música Popular. For
example, in Jorge Ferreira’s version, the first melisma is in measure 4 on the word ló
(which in this piece has no translation).

Throughout my research, most of these

melisma occur, I have found, on open vowels such as “o” and “a,” unless you are using
IPA.
Traditionally, folkloric vocalists do not use melisma, most likely due to the
overuse of their vocal chords having to project over all of the other instruments.
Usually, folkloric songs that are comfortable for men to sing have women singing in the
same key one octave above, which is not always in their comfortable range, making
melismatic singing difficult. Fado, on the other hand, allows for the vocalist to be in
total control – the folkloric version of these vocals can be heard within Leal’s version
with a slight melisma at measure 20.
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Marching Band Influence:
The typical marching band horns within Música Popular are the trumpet,
trombone, and saxophone. Rhythmically, dotted eighth notes and sixteenth notes are a
staple within Música Popular and marching band music. For example, in the song, “A
Portuguesa É A Mais Linda” (The Portuguese Woman is the Most Beautiful) by Jorge
Ferreira, we can see the incorporation of such rhythms.

This rhythmic pattern can be seen below, as well, in John Philip Sousa’s first
trumpet part for “The Fairest of the Fair.” These rhythmic patterns - along with a
modern drumbeat such as a disco “four-on-the-floor” style – are very catchy, setting up
a “festa,” or party atmosphere, for dancing.
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Ferreira’s similarities with Sousa are found from the beginning of this piece: For
example, Sousa’s opening measures have similar rhythmic patterns that are found in
measures 5 and 6 of Ferreira’s as well (found on page 34). In short, such rhythms that
are found throughout both pieces here, establish the uniquely triumphant sound of the
marching band.
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Traditional marching band drum patterns, however, are not found within Música
Popular, due to a hybridization of the music itself. Influences from the disco era, for
example, were infused with the incorporation of synthesizers and electric guitars,
allowing for a newer sound to be created from traditional elements, altogether relating
to a more contemporary audience. One of the main reasons the disco drumbeats work
so well for the marcha (march) is due to the importance of the downbeats. The four-onthe-floor drum pattern emphasizes downbeats, with the kick drum having a constant
pulse, always hitting the 1, 2, 3, and 4, while the snare is hit on the 2 and the 4. Highhats, on the other hand, will usually be played on the up beats of 1, 2, 3, and 4. The
bass guitar will usually play every time the kick hits, with the root of the chord being
played on 1 and 3 and the 5th of the chord being played on 2 and 4. This march-like
style sets up the couple dancing for success.
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Chapter Four – A Musical Autoethnography
According to Mariza Méndez, Autoethnography is a
useful qualitative research method used to analyze people’s lives, a tool that Ellis and
Bochner (2000) define as “...an autobiographical genre of writing that displays multiple
layers of consciousness, connecting the personal to the cultural” (p. 739). There are
different uses of the term and it varies according to the relations between the
researcher's personal experience and the phenomenon under investigation (Foster et al.,
2006). Autoethnography can range from research about personal experiences of a
research process to parallel exploration of the researcher’s and the participants’
experiences and about the experience of the researcher while conducting a specific
piece of research (Ellis and Bochner, 2000, Maso, 2001).56

Personal Preface:
Here, the description of my personal research applied to the composition and
production of Música Popular demonstrates an interpretation of autoethnography that is
centered around the musical creation itself, embedding technical process with my own
experiences as a second-generation born Portuguese American (more commonly known
as a Luso American). One may consider then, for a “musical” autoethnography to
encompass the self-study of artistic decisions made that reflect a personal understanding
of the musical culture at hand.
My grandparents, on both my mother and father’s side, emigrated to the United
States in 1957 during a time called O Tempo do Vulcão, or “The Time of the Volcano.”
In 1958, John F. Kennedy signed into Massachusetts law a very important piece of
legislation that allowed for a large influx of Portuguese immigrants to enter the United
States, and Massachusetts in particular. According to Global Boston,
56

Méndez, and Mariza. "Autoethnography as a Research Method: Advantages, Limitations and
Criticisms." Colombian Applied Linguistics Journal. Accessed April 19, 2018.
http://www.scielo.org.co/scielo.php?script=sci_arttext&pid=S0123-46412013000200010.
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As with other European groups, Portuguese immigration peaked in the 1910s
and then fell sharply with immigration restriction in the 1920s. In 1957,
however, a series of volcanic eruptions and earthquakes devastated the island of
Faial, causing many to flee. Responding to calls by Portuguese Americans and
Massachusetts Senator John F. Kennedy, Congress passed the Azorean Refugee
Act in 1958, which allowed several thousand Azoreans to enter the US outside
the quotas. With family connections to older generations of Faial emigrants,
many of the refugees came to Massachusetts. With the passage of the HartCeller Act in 1965, increased quotas and family reunification exemptions
allowed for additional migration. This second wave peaked in the 1970s, but
even today, the Portuguese in greater Boston make up the largest foreign-born
group from Europe.57

Being brought up in a Portuguese American household in San Jose, California, I
was exposed to many things Portuguese. My grandmother, on my mother’s side, would
babysit during the day when my parents were working and spoke very little English
with me. I understood everything she would say to me, but was not able to speak the
language very well. It wasn’t until I met Jorge Ferreira that I would hammer-down and
learn the Portuguese language correctly and not have the typical Portuguese American
slang that was adopted by many Portuguese immigrants.
I enjoy a wide variety of musical genres, both traditional and modern, but
specialize in Portuguese American music. I was born in 1992, my musical career started
at the age of 3, when I would enthusiastically sing along with the radio. By listening to
and singing the songs on the radio, I learned two things: first, I discovered my love and
talent for music and second, I learned to speak Portuguese fluently, eventually
appreciating the culture behind the language itself.

57 "Portuguese," accessed April 19, 2018. https://globalboston.bc.edu/index.php/home/ethnicgroups/portuguese-2/.
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By the age of 9, I was signed with a talent agent. By this point in my life, I had
done some television and print work, and to this day, am a member of SAG-AFTRA.
Then, I pursued my dream of recording an album, and released Para Sempre Cantarei in
November 2011, with the guidance of a seasoned veteran - Jorge Ferreira.
I have become very close with Jorge as my childhood idol, and am humbled by
having the opportunity to be mentored by him. As I was featured singing in Portuguese
on the album, collaborating with Jorge and his recording team was a life-changing
experience.
To date, I have six albums released, with each leading to more success over the
years. Being exposed to such a vast amount of Portuguese history and culture, Música
Popular, to me, seemed to be at a standstill innovation-wise. The introduction of a
brass section led to great success, but the use of “techno” style drums began to saturate
the market, making the music sound “cheesy.” This also happens to be the time when
Música Pimba came onto the market.
When creating my own music, fado, folklore, and marching band music, stand
as prominent influences in almost every aspect of my song arrangements. For example,
all of the traditional melodic/rhythmic structures of folkloric music are present while
still incorporating sounds that speak to a newer generation. There is a fine line within
song creation where one does not want to cater to only one demographic appreciation.
For example, if a song were to have too many modern influences that take away from
the traditional sounds, only a small demographic may be able to relate to the song.
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Having spent a good portion of my life exposed to a modern approach towards
traditional Portuguese marching bands in California (we would regularly perform
traditional along with modern pieces that the Portuguese ear was not accustomed to
listening), I am a strong advocate for embracing while advancing tradition to suit a
modern era. A common misconception regarding Música Popular is that there is a lack
of quality in the recordings, which, unfortunately too often, is true. For this reason, I
have strived to learn and incorporate the highest quality possible into my songs in order
to meet today’s high demand for excellence, thereby shaping a most valuable listening
experience.

This, along with an understanding of how fado, marching band, and

folkloric music works, allows for me to compose, produce, and perform my songs.
For example, the following excerpt is from my original song, Atrevida (Daring
Girl), utilizing a marching band inspiration within the horn parts.
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As previously discussed, traditional fado melismas are present in the vocal
melodies of Música Popular, varying depending on the artist and songs. I use them
quite frequently, as it helps drive the song rhythmically and adds texture to a melody
with an otherwise stagnant note. Another aspect of fado that is incorporated into
Música Popular is story telling through lyrics and song. Compared to folkloric music,
which has more of a “rhyming” lyric, fado focuses on the meaning behind a story, by
putting pure emotion behind the lyrics.
Folkloric music itself is a delicate element to incorporate in Música Popular, as
there is so much more going on musically than only melismatic singing. As well,
careful consideration needs to be taken when exploring styles such as the marcha. Due
to its brass-heaviness, compared to the bailinho and vira, not many folkloric instruments
can crossover into such styles. On the other hand, the diatonic accordion is widely used
in all aspects of Música Popular.
The bailinho and the vira (discussed further below) are directly related to
folkloric music and its roots; through hybridization, however, newer drumbeats and
electronic sounds are introduced without necessarily including the traditional
instruments themselves.
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Production Process
Central to this musical autoethnography is a dissection of my production process
(arranging, song writing, and final mastering) within Música Popular. Two styles in
particular are approached in a similar manner – the bailinho and the vira (of the
folkloric style), and the marcha (with marching band influences).
First, some required background on the production side (recording, arranging,
and mixing) is necessary to better understand the full process. The basic production
tools needed to record (without quality being an issue) are as follows:
•

DAW (Digital Audio Workstation)

•

Audio Interface

•

Monitors

•

Computer system

•

Microphone

With these basic tools, one can begin to create and produce music. With quality being
of importance, one needs to consult and obtain knowledge as to which pieces of gear
will take the recording to the next level. For the purposes here, I will only focus on the
basic principles needed with accompanying production techniques.
While many artists have their own style and techniques with song writing, I do
everything “in house.” In other words, my music is created solely by myself, from the
birth of a song idea recorded on a small portable recording device (with me humming a
tune idea), to the finished master product for commercial release. This process has
gotten easier overtime and allows for the time management necessary for consistently
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successful results. One thing to keep in mind is that one should never force a song to be
written, as it will result in too much tweaking, not flowing the way it should, and
resulting in time wasted. Creating music is best done spontaneously, allowing for ideas
to flow naturally.
Furthermore, a disclaimer: in this field, the age-old question of what comes first,
the melody or the lyric, is thrown out of the equation, as a song – or piece – dictates
itself to the composer in its own way.
Production Practice for Bailinho and Vira:
Sometimes, melodies are created that dictate the lyric; and sometimes, lyrics are
created that dictate the melodic structure. Melodies and lyrics are often times spur-ofthe-moment epiphanies that then need to be nourished and further developed. When
creating a bailinho or a vira, one must take into account that these styles of music are
traditional and need to retain that sound. Most people fall in love with the sound of a
traditional folkloric group and its bare essential sound and instrumentation (previously
discussed). Keeping this in mind, many composers and producers try to advance the
music by unfortunately adding too many elements that are not necessary, thereby taking
away from the originality of the sound. Some examples of this are drumbeats that
change the rhythm of the track completely, or instrumentation that is not conceived with
a traditional sense for orchestration. My basic track list, in terms of culturally authentic
instrumentation, is as follows:
•

Concertina (diatonic accordion)

•

Castanholas (castanets)
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•

Triangle

•

Acoustic guitar

•

Cavaquinhos

After the core instrumentation is settled, a modern take is introduced into the
arrangement allowing for generations – older and younger – to relate without taking
away from the originality of the traditional sounds and elements.

The modern

instrumentation and elements I use are:
•

Acoustic drum set

•

Electric bass

•

Electric guitar

•

Synthesizer

•

Modern mixing techniques

Many newer artists use a drum machine, or techno drum style, that gives the piece a
modern feel, which if done properly (and approached with modern mixing techniques),
can work but otherwise can sound too gimmicky and over-bearing. The reason for the
gimmicky sound is that there is too much emphasis in the low-end frequency spectrum,
having too much sub-bass, which most speakers and monitors cannot replicate (or at
least, cannot replicate accurately). This can be controlled with the use of a subwoofer,
but then new elements are introduced to the equation that can destroy a mix as well, due
to inaccurate tuning.
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When creating a bailinho and/or a vira, the four most important things to capture
a commercial ear are:
•

Concertina melodic line that starts the song

•

Melodic line of the vocals (something easy to sing to, catchy)

•

Lyrical content (something the audience can relate to)

•

Overall sound and instrumentation (the mix quality and how relatable the song is
to what the consumer-audience is used to hearing).

Determining what is catchy – in terms of the concertina and melodic structure – is
solely up to the composer and what they want to release to the public. Often times, the
most unavoidable test is to release it commercially and “hope for the best.”
After concertina and melody lines are created and ready for production, the rest
of the song builds on itself. Once I have these two lines down and feel that they are
catchy enough for my own liking, I begin to record these ideas in their basic forms with
my DAW and begin constructing the song around the concertina and vocal lines. This
is where the fun happens, allowing the composer/arranger to have full authority over the
song, experimenting with chords, rhythms, and tonality, with each chord/key having a
different significance.
I take all of this into consideration due to wanting my music to convey and
relate in the most familiar ways possible. Once choosing the correct key for the song that which feels the best and allows for me, as the vocalist, to perform it best - the
rhythm section begins to get recorded. This is very crucial, as there cannot be too much
going on, but at the same time there also has to be enough to make the piece interesting
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and danceable. The rhythm section consists of percussive instruments, bass guitar,
guitars, and other accompaniments. These separate instruments must come together and
sound like a unit to ensure that the groove is right for dancing. Dancing is one of the
main goals of Música Popular as it is considered festa (party) music.
Finally, I record all of my background chorus harmonies myself, and with the
exception of utilizing professional trumpet, saxophone, and trombone players to record
horn section parts (in marches), I also record most of the instruments myself (including
drums, bass, some guitars, keyboards and synthesizers). I am very much in favor of this
“solo” composition/production process, as my ideas are preserved as my own. It can
become very difficult working with/for other individuals, which may not allow for an
artist’s true vision of a song to come to fruition.
Production Practice for Marcha:
The creation process for marcha’s (or marches) follow a similar structure as for
the Bailinho and Vira in that four very important steps are considered:
•

Horn lines that usually start the song

•

Melodic line of the vocals (easy to sing to and catchy)

•

Lyrical content (something the audience can relate to)

•

Overall sound and instrumentation (the mix quality and how relatable the song is
to what consumers are used to hearing)

Firstly, the horn lines must be powerful and catchy to the ear. Again, “catchiness”
is very subjective, but through trial and error, an artist grows to learn what their fan
base likes and doesn’t like.
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Lyrical Content:
Usually, lyrical content within Música Popular can range from being about
festivals, heartbreak, love, to just about anything that can captivate the audience. The
lyrics are meant to say something to the general public and allow for the artist’s
message to be given. When I write my songs, I look for inspiration from my personal
life and from situations that I have experienced and channel what I am trying to convey
through music. I firmly believe that I am a vessel for the music and allow the songs to
freely write themselves. By this, I mean that songs cannot be forced with the intent of
writing a song due to a deadline. I have found in my own process development that
those songs I wrote under such artificial pressure did not have the same impact as the
songs that came from inspiration and felt meaning behind the words. If there is no
meaning or passion behind the lyrics, the vocal performance cannot be delivered well,
and the music will not flow smoothly, with the message not coming across as genuine.
One idea may spark and lead to one avenue of genre, but can quickly change as the song
begins to write itself.
Overall, the musical autoethnography presented here describes the development
and creative process of my music. For me, the sound must always be developing and
advancing itself without any diminishing impact of cultural identity loss.
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Chapter Five – Conclusion
The foundation and development of Música Popular as described in this thesis,
ultimately reveals a research model that may also apply cross-culturally to other popular
music. The crux of the model is based on two triangles: the lower one representing
traditional cultural elements, and a second demonstrating the effects of popular
influences. This sound is forged with similar elements from the tradition remaining
while blended with newer (and often times, more modern) elements. A quote by Bruno
Nettl, from “Eight Urban Musical Cultures” states that,
A “song” is actually the group of tunes derived from one original that, like the opus of
classical music, theoretically represents a single, if complex, creative act. In the
simplest illustration, a person composes a song and teaches it to others who go on to
change it, and eventually it is altered by innumerable singers, all possibly singing (or
believing that they are singing) the same song in different ways. They create what is
known as versions and variants, all of which, taken together, at least in the abstract, may
be designated as a single, isolated tune family. In a certain sense the variants are all
simply performances of the same song, just as all of the performances of Beethoven’s
Waldstein Sonata, however different in interpretation and conception, are versions of
the same piece.58
This model shows that traditional forms constantly change due to a
modernization of the original sound aided by continuous modifications made by the
musicians themselves. With his model on Iranian traditional music, Modir has stated,
The model radif and the performance radif influence one another. A performer
may elaborate upon an existing model, thus creating a new version of it. Eventually, he
may become accustomed to this new version, and adopt it as his own model. In this
way, the radif model never remains a static theoretical construct, but is constantly being

58 Bruno Nettl, "The Study of Ethnomusicology: Thirty-one Issues and Concepts," Project MUSE,
accessed March 29, 2018. https://muse.jhu.edu/chapter/612497.
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transformed. As each model is interpreted differently in practice, the tradition of Iranian
classical music undergoes subtle but continuous change.59

In this sense, musicians variating on a common melody is, in itself, a form of
modernization. In Música Popular, this is constantly done. For example, Tiro Liro has
been variated upon so many times that there is no official version, as far as one can tell,
for the melody. Even then, this can be minimally improvised upon, as exemplified with
the previous chapter excerpts. Generally speaking, a culture’s music can be broken
down into two fundamental parts: 1) folkloric practices, giving rise to 2) refined vocal
practices. Folkloric practices include traditional dances, music, and/or anything else that
distinguishes a particular culture. For example, within Portuguese culture, there are
traditional outfits worn while performing traditional dances, in all, accompanied by
traditional musical styles and instruments. Refined vocal practices (sometimes later
categorized as “classical”) then, develop from such folkloric sources, which include
myths and legends as well as poetry and lyrical songs. As such, folkloric and refined
vocal practices are fundamental to many cultural traditions around the world.
The third part of this model represents the effects of modernization on folkloric
and refined vocal practices: with technological advancement, recording processes
change, with electrified instruments and dance rhythms incorporated into a “Pop Music”
sound with overall commercial potential.
The following figure demonstrates a musical culture’s configuration without the
effects of modernization:
59 Hafez Modrizadeh, “Research Models in Ethnomusicology Applied to the Radif Phenomenon in
Iranian Classical Music," accessed January 17, 2018.
http://hafezmodirzadeh.com/images/documents/Research%20Models.pdf.
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Research Model:

Refined
Vocal
Practices:
fado
Folkloric Practices:
Cana Verde,
Desgarrada, Vira,
Concertina, Castanholas,
Cavaquinho

The introduction of modernization and hybridization into a culture penetrates
traditional sounds and allows for a new musical genre to take place – such as Música
Popular - as with “world music” in general:
Commercial interests in World Music were characterized by a certain academicism
among consumers coupled with a ‘serious’ educational interest in the music cultures
they encountered, thereby distinguishing themselves from others through their
specialized musical knowledge and cultural interests in more ‘authentic’ musics. Yet
World Music is characteristic of both hybridity and authenticity, which resembles some
kind of paradox between the mixing of musical styles, on the one hand, and a desire to
leave a musical “tradition” intact, on the other. Artists who ‘make it’ as World Music
stars must therefore navigate carefully between hybridity and authenticity, western
60
consumers’ ideas and expectations of “authentic hybridity.”
Different forms of popular music change and develop dramatically around the
world due to hybridization. The influences don’t just stem from popular music in the
United States, but can come from different genres of popular music from different
60 Simone Krüger Bridge, “Trajectories and Themes in World Popular Music: Globalization,
Capitalism, Identity,” Bristol: Equinox Publishing, 2018.
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cultures.

For example, I have introduced into my own music a style from the

Dominican Republic called “Bachata,” blending it with the traditional Portuguese
bailinho beat discussed above.61 Other forms of popular music that can be found - in
this case, within Portuguese forms - have influences in other musical genres like rock,
country, disco, bachata, latin, and flamenco, among others. As the following model
represents, hybridization of a traditional song style with another style of music creates
interestingly new sounds that are familiar to both cultures, popularized by
commercialization. This is due to a growing twentieth century urbanization that
followed the industrial revolution (itself responsible for the modernizing sound of
marching band instruments):

Refined Vocal
Practices
Urbanization, Modernization,
Hybridization, Commercialization
Folkloric Practices

One must take into account that recording technology is also part of the
modernization period represented by the middle portion of the above triangular
construct.

The way music is recorded plays a major role in the progression and

61 Readers are to listen to Bachata artists such as Prince Royce, when the influences in my original songs
such as “Não Sei Se Ela Me Ama” and “Podia Ser A Gente” will be more apparent.
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manipulation of the sound by artists. DAW’s (digital audio workstations) are today’s
mixing consoles allowing artists to record and make albums that they could never have
done before, due to the financial restrictions of recording in a professional studio. The
advent of VSTs (virtual instruments) has afforded at-home producers to be able to
endlessly experiment with sounds that can be played easily from a midi keyboard
without the need for musicians to come into the studio. This does not mean that master
musicians playing their instruments will ever go out of style, but rather, opens doors for
producers and arrangers to try incorporating instruments and styles of music into their
own creations, instantly.

The recording process, in today’s music industry, has

provided many artists with a voice that could never before be heard.
Final Thoughts on Hybridization
Since the dawn of the digital age, there has been an influx of artists developing
the Música Popular sound. As the parameters are always changing - for there is no
strict definition of the style itself - hybridization has always been part of the
advancement of Música Popular, both within Portugal and beyond. For our purposes
then, hybridization can be defined as another sort of musical syncretizing, as “the
process of the creation of new cultural forms as a result of mixing different cultural
forms.”62
The advent of radio allowed for the above in modern musical terms, with artists’
sounds able to reach a wider audience, allowing for listeners’ feedback to affect the
“Music of Nothing – Hybridization,” accessed April 10, 2018.
http://www.frw.rug.nl/persons/groote/cursus/global
village/websites/0708/music/hybridization.html
62
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variety of recorded music produced as a result. Almir Cortês speaks of this phenomenon
in Brazil during the golden age of radio:
Certainly, from 1920 to 1950 there was a time of professionalization for the
musicians in Brazil. This period encompasses the golden era of radio, and the
boom of the record industry. Radio stations began appearing around the twenties
in Brazil, and broadcast of live and recorded musical performances became a
major product for the radio and record industry (Napolitano, 2007). This brought
about a new need to classify various types of music; hence, the nomenclature of
Brazilian genres was born. Although most of these genres existed previously,
they were first stylized and classified during this period. However, it is
important to say that the “rules” defining the different genres are not strict.
Indeed, they are in constant transformation.63
Technological advancements have allowed for music, in general, to advance,
and especially with Música Popular, this ability to reach out to musicians from different
parts of the world has allowed for different cultural influences to be infused into new
musical forms. In this way, for example, a guitarist from Spain can infuse a bit of
flamenco into a song within the Música Popular genre; indeed, through hybridization
and a deep understanding of a culture’s traditional music, an artist can begin to
successfully blend different styles of music together.
Along with a never-dying passion for traditional Portuguese musical sounds, my
music lives and grows as a result of hybridization. By tastefully incorporating sounds
found in different kinds of musical cultures and traditions, fresh sounds are created that
advance the music in hopefully meaningful ways:
In these days “all countries’ popular musics are shaped by international
influences and institutions, by multinational capital and technology, by global
pop norms and values” (Frith cited in Mitchell, 1996, p. 56). The musicians all
63 Amir Côrtes, and Hafez Modirzadeh, A Discourse on Brazilian Popular Music and US Jazz
Education, accessed April 10, 2018.
http://hafezmodirzadeh.com/images/documents/Brazilian_Popular_Music_and_U.S._Jazz_Educatio
n._Cortes_and_Modirzadeh.pdf.
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over the world deal with the influences of the big music industries and create
hybrid sounds and hybrid selves to fulfill the norms of international
entertainment with forms of the locale music traditions (Mitchell, 1996, Taylor,
1997). Taylor (1997) suggests that the traditional indigenous sounds of music
are not simply getting lost in the process of hybridization. New popular music is
created; old forms are altered or maintained and sometimes they are lost. 64

The key to hybridization is to make sure that traditional aspects are
distinguishable. For example, if one were to create a bailinho, it is imperative that the
traditional drum rhythms are clearly heard, as this is one of the main indicators of this
style, with its ability to be danced. Of course, there can be slight deviations to the
rhythm, which is customary, provided that the integrity of the beat remains. Everything
else that gets layered on top of the beat can then be modernized, hybridized, at the
discretion of the artist and what they are trying to convey through the music. Through
such hybridization may come stylistic advancement; for example, today the use of a
traditional instrument (such as the concertina) can be played over a hip-hop beat. If the
beat happens to resemble that of a bailinho, it lends a modern sound to a traditional
instrument. Although the concertina is of a folkloric tradition, it has had a resurgence
with today’s youth both in Portugal and immigrant communities around the world. The
popularity of this instrument has reached new heights due to it being recorded and
performed with non-traditional beats and rhythms, and being played with virtuosity.
This thesis has demonstrated that the mixture of folkloric music, fado, and
marching band music have, together, created the foundation of Música Popular. And
with the use of hybridization, as demonstrated by the model presented, one can begin to

64 “Music of Nothing – Hybridization,” accessed April 10, 2018.
http://www.frw.rug.nl/persons/groote/cursus/global
village/websites/0708/music/hybridization.html
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realize the importance of understanding tradition in order to recognize how
modernization occurs, and how modern tools can be used to advance music in
contemporary ways, for generations to relate to while recalling the history of those
traditional elements used within such new sounds.
I hope that this historical perspective inspires further research, not only within
Portuguese music, but with other cultures’ popular music as well. My intention has
been to present Música Popular to the reader in a way that could motivate similar selfenlightenment through an uncovering of one’s own personal as well as musical cultural
history. Indeed, by identifying the roots of a culture’s music, one’s own roots of
selfhood are identified more deeply.
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Appendix One – Scores
“O Povo Grita” by Joey Medeiros - full trumpet score showcasing marching
band influences.
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“Os Portugueses Sabem Viver a Vida” by Joey Medeiros - this is more of a modern
piece with hints of marching band rhythms.
1
Os Portugueses Sabem Viver a Vida
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The following charts are based on different songs within a medley by Joey
Medeiros, showcasing both modern and traditional marching band rhythms.
1
JM Marcha Medley
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The last chart in this section is a song by Jorge Ferreira that utilizes a mixture of
modern and marching band rhythms within the horn lines.
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Appendix Two – Figures
Figure 1: A cavaquinho (an ancestor to the ukulele) found in traditional folkloric
Portuguese music.65

65

“Artimúsica Cavaquinho MTRA,” SalãoMozart, accessed April 25, 2018.
http://www.salaomozart.com/shopping/product_info.php?manufacturers_id=574&products_id=1
649&osCsid=d2ggvv6sni0bjlkh5odmn0qt43.
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Figure 2: The ukulele, relative of the cavaquinho.66

66

“Ukulele,” accessed April 25, 2018. https://www.megamusiconline.com.au/alvarez-artist-70c-

concert-ukulele.
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Figure 3: The Oud, sometimes referred to as a distant relative to the Guitarra
Portuguesa67

67

“Oud,” accessed April 25, 2018. https://www.amazon.com/Mid-East-Arabic-Oud-GigBag/dp/B076HYRKBF.
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Figure 4: The Guitarra Portuguesa commonly found in Fado music.68

68

“Guitarra Portuguesa,” SalãoMozart, accessed April 25, 2018.
http://www.salaomozart.com/shopping/product_info.php?products_id=1660
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Figure 5: The Lisbon variant on the Guitarra Portuguesa, with a more intricate
head design compared to the teardrop in the Coimbra style.69

69

“Lisbon Variant”, accessed April 25, 2018.
https://violagaucha.wordpress.com/2011/07/07/guitarra-portuguesa-ou-viola-de-lisboa-umnovo-som-no-grupo-viola-gaucha/.
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Figure 6: An image of a traditional folkloric group based in the United States.70

70

“Grupo Folklorico,” accessed April 25, 2018. https://www.lusoamericano.com/newark-nj-ranchofolclorico-camponeses-do-minho-do-sport-club-portugues-visitou-o-canada/.
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Figure 7: The author recording the Concertina for an album.
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Figure 8: A picture of the oldest Folkloric Group in Portugal.71

71

“Viana do Castelo: Rancho Regional das Lavradeiras de Carreço É o Mais Antigo de Portugal,”
accessed May 12, 2017. http://bloguedominho.blogs.sapo.pt/viana-do-castelo-rancho-regionaldas-4338714
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Figure 9: A traditional outfit called the Traje Lavradeira typically found in
Portuguese folkloric performances.72

72

“Traje Lavradeira,” accessed October 27, 2017. https://www.lojadofolclore.pt/produto/trajelavradeira-simples-laranja/.
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Figure 10: The traditional Viola da Terra from the Azores.73

73

“Viola da Terra,” accessed April 25, 2018. http://portoguitarra.com/en/produtos/viola-da-terra/.
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Appendix Three – Interviews
A series of interviews were conducted with professionals in the Popular Media
Industry by radio hosts and TV program producers both in and out of Portugal. Anabela
Silva, journalist and radio host from Portugal, was the first of these professionals to be
interviewed.
JM: Has Música Popular had more success over the recent years? Was there a
time with less popularity?
AS: Música Popular Portuguesa, in fact, is a more comprehensive concept than
what people think of “popular”. If we consider Música Popular as a recent
phenomenon, everyone sings anything regardless of whether or not they know
what they are doing and where the only thing that matters is singing; or maybe
not. There are, in fact, people that face Música Popular in a serious way and
taking the time respecting what the essence really is. Are many more people
now in the world of Música Popular? Yes, it is a fact, but if we want to do a
quality screening, the truth is that Música Popular Portuguesa has had better
days. But here I would like to point out that the same thing happens with music
as a worldwide phenomenon; quality has been deferred to quantity! There are
many more “artists” in Música Popular, however, this does not mean that the
song or the singer is giving justice to the true identity of Música Popular.
JM: How do you use, or incorporate Música Popular in your programs?
AS: Actually, what I am about to answer may seem like a contradiction; or
maybe not. I do not consider that my program or the project that I lead, where
music reigns, are programs only for Música Popular. I have to be correct and
do justice by the ideals I defend. Let’s agree that there are a lot of artists,
fashions, and other things that, in no way endorse Música Popular, but to these,
my colleagues and I also give way to the radio antennas. People say, “But if it is
not good, or if you don’t like it, why air it?” Only we radio hosts and emcees
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work as a “whole” and all of them have to judge. Responding objectively to the
question, I give opportunity to all who long for something. Victories or defeats
are given by those who tune-in to the program. Not that this is linear and that
quality is enhanced, but in the 27 years of life connection to the communication
profession, I have come to the conclusion that whoever works hard in his or her
career and really loves what they do, wins and seeks perfection.
JM: There are some people that don’t like Música Popular. Do you have an
opinion as to why?
AS: There is much that can be said about this. There are ones that don’t like it
because they assume, and then there are those who genuinely don’t like it.
Speaking of those who don’t like it, because that is what the question is based
off of, I think it is a very personal question, but it may not be so true. If Música
Popular has quality everything that a song incorporates, such as message,
musicality, voice, image, etc.) there wouldn’t be as many people that say, “I do
not like Música Popular!” Not every song in the genre has a playful, or double
entendre meaning that some have come to know as Música Popular.
JM: Is Música Popular more accepted in the Portuguese communities outside of
Portugal?
AS: This is the eternal problem. Someone, to be a winner in Portugal, has to be
recognized outside of Portugal to be cherished here. I confess that it is with
grief that I say this, but I had the opportunity to live this phenomenon. I thank
God for being able to tell you this account in first person. I was with the
communities during the Day of Portugal Celebrations on Portugal Day (June
10th) and I saw, or rather, lived the feeling of those who are far from their roots;
A LOVE FOR THEIR BELOVED PORTUGAL. And the same thing happens
in music. The longing for their land; of the people; is cultivated with something
that carries us there and to feel close to what is ours and what we are.74

74

Anabela Silva (radio host), in discussion with Joseph Medeiros, August 15, 2017.
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The final interview in this section is with Ricardo Farias, a notable Radio and TV host.
He is the current face of the Portuguese Channel and hosts a nighttime popular talk
show called Hora Quente.

JM: Has Música Popular had more success over the recent years? Was there a time
with less popularity?
RF: The success of Música Popular has always been relatively steady. It is in essence
the “music of the people” and I mention this because whatever falls under the popular
culture category, whether it be Portuguese, American, Spanish etc. tends to have a
greater popularity than anything else. In regards to Portuguese Música Popular,
although the success has been steady, there was a boom in its consumption in the 90’s
and early 2000’s.
JM: How do you use, or incorporate Música Popular in your programs?
RF: Música Popular has always been incorporated in my radio/tv programs because it
tends to be more upbeat and “happy”, for lack of a better word. I think this is the reason
for its steady popularity. People listen to Música Popular as a means of escaping the
everyday stress. It only makes sense that to be a program, whether tv or radio, that
appeals to the masses, Música Popular must be present.
JM: There are some people that don’t like Música Popular. Do you have an opinion as
to why?
RF: There is definitely a part of the Portuguese population that does not like Música
Popular. In part, it has to do with what people grew up listening to. If you grew up a fan
of rock, you will not identify with Música Popular. There is also a more complex
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reason. Some people who do not like it identify it with lack of appreciation for musical
quality, which is very subjective. Música Popular tends to have more simple lyrics in
order to be understood by a larger audience. At the end of the day, I think that the
people that like Música Popular do so because of its beat and melody more so than the
content of the lyrics.
JM: Is Música Popular more accepted in the Portuguese communities outside of
Portugal?
RF: I think it’s safe to say that Música Popular is more accepted among the Portuguese
outside of Portugal. Música Popular, although uses beats that keep with the times, also
includes very traditional rhythms and instruments. A majority of those Portuguese that
left their country did so over 40 years ago. They tend to remember Portugal as the
country they left rather than the country that it is today. Many of the traditional styles of
music were popular when the immigration boom happened.
JM: You have a reputation of having a “golden voice” with your radio and TV career.
You, also, speak Portuguese beautifully – which is something that I feel keeps the
culture alive. Do you have any sound advice for Portuguese communities on how they
can preserve the culture, traditions, and language?
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RF: (Ha ha ha ha Golden Voice. Lay it on thick, buddy) I think that although the
Portuguese are a very proud people that love to keep their traditions alive, the natural
course of time will eventually diminish the Portuguese communities in a traditional
sense. If we look at other cultures that emigrated to the US long before the Portuguese
(ex. Italians, Polish, Irish etc.), they no longer have a very traditional connection to their
country of origin, but they do have an influence and are not ashamed of their
background. A majority of the children, grandchildren and great-grandchildren of the
immigrants from other countries no longer speak the language but identify themselves
as 1st, 2nd, 3rd, and 4th generation of x, y or z. The best advice I can give is to strive
for success in whatever you do but never, never forget your roots. If one day a 4th
generation Portuguese-American becomes President of the United States and embraces
the fact that their great-grandparents were from Portugal, that in itself is a great reason
of pride and honor for their ancestors.75

75

Ricardo Farias (radio/tv host), in discussion with Joseph Medeiros, April 7, 2018.

